Fuse intrepid

Written by Harry Bennett on 16 February Elias Hanzer, one half of the fellow Berlin-based design
studio composed of himself and Lucas Liccini, explains that "the project was intended to be a
different take on the already existing 'letters-on-a-chain' products. Seeking to continue its
heuristic approach, considering the chain's inherent physical parameters, Hanzer Liccini
demonstrated the mastery of its practice â€” forming a practical and methodological grounding
to crafting something innately artistic and cultivated. It manifested in creating a programme that
metamorphosises the digitally written character glyphs into continuous words and names, cast
onto precious metal. Further extending the emphasis between digital and physical, the resulting
typography is akin to beautiful calligraphy while remaining firmly algorithmic and an exhibition
of insatiable, contemporary type design, through its dynamic shapes and fluid-come-structured
physical rhythm. There is an obvious element of candour and fun instilled within Hanzer
Liccini's work; whereby in taking rudimentary tools like type testers, it sees what its creative
interpretations could be and how they approach it playfully. With campaign artwork created
alongside visual artist Marie Dommenget, the project is a tour-de-force of collaboration â€” both
in terms of the space the project intersects and the multi-disciplinary creatives involved.
Through this project, the dynamic duo has not only proved the transience of its typographic
practice and the exciting outcomes these disciplinary alliances brew but have set a new
standard towards customisation and our subsequent creative expectations. Join 30, creatives to
enjoy a regular dose of inspiration and motivation, delivered to your inbox every Tuesday.
Creative Boom celebrates, inspires and supports the creative community. Launched in , we love
to explore the very best creativity and offer interviews, tips and ideas to help you succeed.
Created by Boomerang. Editor's Picks. Newsletter Join 30, creatives to enjoy a regular dose of
inspiration and motivation, delivered to your inbox every Tuesday. Recommended reading.
Registered in England and Wales Adjust to the exact distance, hold your pin dead center and let
it fly. Fuse Flywheel Slider sights eliminate the guessing game in any hunting or shooting
situation. The super-smooth adjustment wheel makes it quick and easy to adjust your sight on
the fly, dialing to the exact yardage for unmatched shot-making confidence and lethal accuracy.
The Fuse Flywheel Multi-Pin Slider Sight delivers the peace of mind that comes from having
multiple pins in quick-action hunting situations along with the confidence that comes from
being able to dial in your sight to the exact yardage. Available in 3 or 5 pin, exclusively in Black
Out. There is something to be said of the simple, crystal clear sight picture of a single pin sight.
Let your eyes and mind focus on the target, hold the pin steady and execute the shot. The
Flywheel slider sight adjusts quick and easy for action packed hunting situations and locks
down solid for repeated accuracy. Available in Black Out. Accuracy and dependability come
easy with features such as precision metal pins, sight light, machined aluminum construction
and more. Available in 3 and 5 pin configurations. The ProFire is packed with the hottest
features and ready to hunt at a price that leaves plenty of budget for extra deer tags. Thanks to
over 12 inches of bundled fiber optics, precision-built metal pins deliver blazing brightness to
light up the target. Available in 3 or 5 pin configurations and comes standard in black. Fuse
Carbon Alphalite quivers have changed the game. The single hollow carbon tube frame makes
the Carbon Alphalite super lightweight. The adjustable mounting bracket keeps the quiver tight
to your bow and allows for adjustments up and down for your preferred balance and feel. A
hard-locking, quick-detach system makes for easy quiver removal and locks the quiver down
tight for silent, rattle-free performance on the bow. The Carbon Alphalite holds up to 5 arrows,
easily converts from right hand to left hand and comes in all the most popular camo patterns
used by bowhunters around the world. Carbon Torch FX stabilizers add extreme accuracy and
vibration dampening to your bowhunting rig. Designed and balanced to hold pins steady on
target for tighter groups and more lethal shots, while crushing noise and vibration after the
shot. Available in 6, 8 and 10 inch lengths and in all the most popular camo patterns. The
multi-functional FlexTorch stabilizer adds the perfect amount of mass to the front of your bow
for increased accuracy without weighing you down. And the full polymer design kills noise and
vibration making your bow smoother, quieter, and overall more lethal. Available in Realtree
Edge and Black Out. This patented and proven design features Velocity Drop-away Technology,
allowing the rest to drop only when the bow is actually fired. When stalking, drawing your bow,
or letting down, Ultra Rest totally captures the arrow, even upside down, so it always remains in
total control â€” even in the most challenging and intense bowhunting situations. This provides
a level of performance unattainable with ordinary construction techniques. Finishing touches
are performed by hand craftsmen and rigorously tested and custom formulated to provide the
ultimate shooting system for your bow. Made from BCY string materials and available in an
array of colors. The accuracy-boosting, noise and vibration reduction benefits of our
StealthShot String Suppression System are well-known. Bowhunters trust StealthShot for
amazingly consistent performance hunt after hunt. Featuring a super strong, incredibly

lightweight carbon rod affixed to an improved, low-durometer elastomeric component,
StealthShot also eliminates arm slap. Options: Direct Mount or Stabilizer Mount. Available for
most major bow makes and models. See your local dealer for more information. Some might
hear about your mornings, grueling effort and long sits and wonder why. We rigorously design,
test, and produce high-performance accessories that give you every possible edge in the field.
Sights Slider Fixed Pin. Easy and exact Micro-Click adjustments. Laser engraved marks for
precise adjustments. Available In:. Linke Rd. Elm Ave. Loop W. West Town Archery N. York St.
Main St. Bridge St. Lincoln St. State St. The Q St. Delsea Dr. Waverly Rd. Shoal Lake Rd. Center
Ave. W Pacific Hwy. Sports Center W. Prairie View Rd. D, Newark, CA J. Shamokin St. Admiral
Doyle Dr. Sporting Goods, Inc. Front St. Northern Ave. Pearl St. About Us Some might hear
about your mornings, grueling effort and long sits and wonder why. But we have. We get it.
Hunt with confidence. Hunt with purpose. Hunt with FUSE. Do you have a dog that gets cold in
the fall and winter months? Struggle with dressing your dog in multiple layers just to keep them
warm underneath his or her harness? You may already know, but our resident dog, Glia, wears
a Ruffwear harness on many of her outdoor adventures. But come November, we end up
layering sweaters underneath her Webmaster Harness to try and provide some warmth on our
hikes. This can mean a lot of layers, sometimes looks a little funny, and requires extra
adjustment of the fit of her harness. When Ruffwear announced the release of the Overcoat
Fuse, we hoped this jacket would be a perfect solution to reduce the amount of layering Glia
requires. The Overcoat Fuse arrived at our house this week and we have already taken it out on
the trails. So far it fits well and is working great for Glia on our crisp fall walks especially the
rainy nights. As an AvantLink affiliate, I may earn from qualifying Ruffwear purchases. But if
you follow me on Instagram at all, you can clearly see that we are big users of Ruffwear
harnesses. Ruffwear highlights several impressive features of the Overcoat Fuse, including
those listed below. The Overcoat Fuse has:. Ruffwear uses an integrated webbing harness
system that ensures a strong connection. This is the most unique feature of the Overcoat Fuse
and arguably the main selling point. Prior to purchasing the Overcoat Fuse, our biggest concern
was that the harness aspect would fit like the Ruffwear Front Range. Like the Front Range, the
Overcoat Fuse only has a chest panel and not a belly panel like the Webmaster or Flagline
harnesses. You can find out more details about why we prefer our Webmaster harness to our
Front Range harness here. However, the quick answer is that Glia is able to back out of the
Front Range harness. If she pulls back against the leash, the harness will come up around her
head. Happily for us, the chest panel of the Overcoat Fuse is much longer than that of the Front
Range. If left loose, however, the harness can slip forward. Glia has worn her Overcoat Fuse on
multiple evening walks at the time of writing this review and the harness has been sturdy and
secure thus far. There are two leash attachment points on the Overcoat Fuse. The second is a
reinforced webbing loop on the front of the harness. This front webbing loop is similar to the
reinforced webbing loop found on the Front Range harness and the Flagline harness. Glia and I
almost exclusively use the aluminum V-ring attachment point, but many dog-walkers love the
front leash attachments. The front leash attachment is a great tool for helping train a dog not to
pull on the leash. The Overcoat Fuse comes with two pockets â€” one on either side of the
jacket. Maybe some treats or small first aid supplies. One of our favorite features of this jacket
is that the outer layer is made of denier polyester with a water repellent finish. Glia has a lot of
sweaters and jackets. But most of her water repellent jackets are too bulky to fit underneath her
hiking harnesses. So when it is cold and drizzly out, her fleece sweaters often get a little wet,
reducing the amount of warmth they offer. The outer layer of the jacket has so far proven to be
stick proof and durable. And while this jacket is still relatively new, it is so far handling the
abuse well. There is not a lot to say about the fleece lining, but it is soft and cozy. The Overcoat
Fuse has a buckle on either side of the harness so that your dog does not have to step into this
harness. The buckles are pretty easy to work. They are also well protected underneath the
durable outer layer of the jacket. The reflective trim has been a great feature of this jacket for
Glia and I. We have been using this harness on our nightly neighborhood walks. During the
cold-weather half of the year, most of our neighborhood walks occur after sunset. The reflective
trim makes it easier for approaching cars to see my black dog at night. We would definitely
recommend this jacket and harness combination to any of our friends with dogs that require
sweaters in the winter. The harness is well made and the jacket is durable and water repellent. It
is easy to get on and off and the reflective trim helps keep dogs visible at night. We will be
using this harness frequently this fall and winter. Another adde
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d benefit is that there are finally some fun color options. While there are only three color
options, one of those colors is purple. Purple is a personal favorite of mine, so I was thrilled to
see an option besides blue, red or gray on a new Ruffwear harness. Additionally, we would love
it if the jacket were just a couple inches longer. Since we are using this jacket for warmth, it
would be nice if the jacket extended all the way to her tail. To be fair, Glia is right on the border
of size small and size medium and we did order the small. So if your dog is on the low end of
the size range, these problems might not be problems for you. And finally, we would love a belly
panel for security purposes. The overall fit is much better on Glia compared to the Front Range
harness, but not quite as secure as the Flagline or Webmaster. Interested in purchasing the
Overcoat Fuse? Head over to Ruffwear. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not
be published. Comment Name Email Website.

